I.
Library Attendance Management System by Face
Recognition using Deep Learning Algorithm

Introduction

Face recognition is recognising or confirming a
person's identification from their face. It analyses
patterns based on a person's facial features, compares
the features, and saves the final features. A facial
recognition system is a touchless method of
managing students, faculty and visitors, unlike other
biometric systems like fingerprints that collect
identity through touch. The system notifies the
appropriate identity in simple language if it notices
anything unusual or an unknown face. An
organisation can manage visitors and employees
without physical contact using a facial recognition
library attendance management system. It avoids the
possibility of workplace theft or fatalities. In addition,
these systems are capable of simultaneously detecting
multiple faces. Face detection helps in the capture of
terrorists, criminals and improves monitoring.
Personal security is enhanced because hackers may
steal or alter passwords or other sensitive
information. Face recognition system have several
advantages as, including social acceptance and
simplicity. Just we need a device to capture photo,
and it will work. Face recognition is simple and can
even be done without the subject's indepthknowledge. The CC-camera is present in almost
all premises. Face detection is a necessary first step in
identifying and locating human faces in images and
videos.
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Abstract
One the most challenging task is detecting faces in libraries
because of complex background. So, in this application,
library attendance management system is designed by face
recognition using deep learning. Library visiting students
or faculties attendance will be automatically managed by
capturing face of the student/faculty member and deep
learning helps in classification of face based on facial
features.Its more user friendly and simple compared to
state of art techniques for library attendance management.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is used as deep
learning algorithm which classifies the obtained/ captured
face with more than 95% accurately. The obtained
attendance is saved in Ms-Excel with person name, time
with date.CNN shows better performance compared with
state of art machine learning techniques such as support
vector machine, decision tree classifier,etc.

The input layer has just one feature map, which feeds
the CNN model with the normalised facial images. A
face recognition-based attendance system for library
means identifying students using a face biostatistics
system based on high-definition tracking computer
technologies and high-definition tracking. In addition,
these systems are capable of simultaneously detecting
numerous faces. The software photographed all
allowed individuals, which then entered the data into
a database. The system then maps the image into a
face coordinate structure for storage.
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A system that identifies the person's face is known as
face recognition system. Due to its application in
security systems, video surveillance, access control,
and even social networks like Facebook and
commercial spaces have become crucial tools for
human-computer interaction. Face recognition has
regained popularity after the rapid growth of artificial
intelligence because of its non-intrusiveness and
because, compared to other biometric techniques, it is
the primary method of identifying a human being.
Face recognition can be tested without the subject's
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knowledge in an uncontrolled setting. When the
history of facial recognition is examined, it becomes
clear that numerous research articles have been
published on the topic.

Sutskever and Krizhevsky published their work and
achieved the rest results. It has shown that CNNs
performances outperform recognition compared to
handmade-based approaches and are recognised as
one of the most prominent studies in computer vision.
With the computational power of edge detection,
semantic segmentation, scene recognition, and image
recognition, CNN has achieved remarkable cuttingedge results in several areas, including Graphical
Processing Units (GPUs).

The system notifies the appropriate person if it
notices anything unusual or an unknown face. This
avoids the possibility of workplace theft or mishaps.
In addition, these systems are capable of
simultaneously detecting numerous faces. CNN is
used in the face-recognition model. A CNN model is
created in this study to increase the precision of facial
data classification. The structure is comparable to the
conventional machine learning model, but specific
characteristics, such as input data, network width, and
the whole layers used in CNN are different.

This paper's significant contribution is the
development of a robust face recognition algorithm
that is highly accurate with complex background. We
created a new CNN architecture in this article by
introducing a Batch Normalization step after two
separate layers. Three stages make up this paper's
general structure of the face recognition process.

In facial recognition based on shallow learning, the
traditional methods face a few challenges, such as the
background of the photograph being complex, scene
lighting, facial disguises, pose variation and changes
in the background. To extract sample features from a
few essential elements of images and depend on the
artificial experience based on shallow learning. But
the more complicated parts of the face from different
background can be extracted based on deep learning
knowledge. Deep learning is significantly advancing
the resolution of problems that based on neural
networks, the most significant part of the artificial
intelligence sector. It is suitable for many sciences,
business, and government areas since it has
demonstrated promising results in exposing
complicated structures in high-dimensional data.

•
•
•

Pre-processing is the 1st step which includes
changing and resizing the colour space of
the photographs.
The extraction of facial features is the next
step, which is followed by classification of
the extracted feature set.
The SoftMax Classifier in our system will
carry out the system's final stage, in which
categorization based on facial traits is pulled
from CNN.

II. Literature Survey

It has destroyed chiefly records in various real-world
contexts,
including
semantic
segmentation,
recognition on image, and natural language
processing. With one or a few algorithms, it handles
the issue of learning hierarchical representations. The
deep learning approaches include the deep Belief
network (DBN), stacked autoencoder, and
convolutional neural network (CNN). In face and
image recognition, CNN is mainly used as CNN has
multiple layered structure with different uses. The
goal of CNN, an artificial neural network that uses
convolution, is to increase the number of features
retrieved from the input data.

We are all aware that a person may be recognised by
their face, which is a distinctive and essential
component of their physical makeup. Any face
processing system must start with face detection,
locating faces in an input image. This paper's goal is
for face detection to present an algorithm used and
reviewing methods. It detailed the algorithmic Haar
cascade. In a natural time, environment for face
detection robustly, we offer a methodology. Here, we
utilise the open-source OpenCV platform's Haar
cascade-style classifier to detect faces. This paper's
main idea to reduce the crime rate is to test the use of
deep learning neural networks for crime detection and
effective criminal recognition in real-world
situations.

In different type of data recognition such as
handwriting recognition, LeCun proposed CNN,
which was first applied. In the field, for many
scientists, the work of the LeCun network was the
origin of the true inspiration and contemporary
architectures; in ImageNet competition when Hinton,

For the police, tracking and manually doing this is
very difficult. To trace the criminal person's identity,
we used the proposed system. We can place CCTV in
public places with technological advancements to
capture the criminal's image. To detect the face
automatically and recognise the face, this system will
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be able. The criminal face recognition system can be
used with the previously photographed faces and
criminals' photos that are on hand in the police
station. We sued some image processing tools and
deep learning libraries to achieve this task. [1]

Face recognition has been one of the most successful
uses of photo analysis and comprehension in recent
years, particularly in the last few. This rise can be
attributed to at least two factors: the broad spectrum
of business and law enforcement applications and the
maturation of usable technology after 30 years of
research. Even if modern machine recognition
systems have developed to a certain level of maturity,
the restrictions placed on them by numerous practical
applications limit their potential. For instance, it can
still be challenging to identify faces in pictures of
people taken outside in dynamic lighting or positions.

To explain and discuss how humans recognise
familiar faces and the connection between
recognition and other elements of face processing, the
purpose of this study is to establish a theoretical
model and a set of words. According to research, we
can infer seven categories of information from faces.
These are identity-specific semantics, facial speech
codes, visually derived semantics, expression, name,
structural, and pictorial. For face recognition units,
facial speech analysis, and presentation analysis, a
functional paradigm is put out in which structural
encoding processes produce appropriate descriptions.
A match between the previously recorded structural
codes and structural encoding findings, included in
face recognition units, characterising the appearance
of recognised faces, is required to recognise
identifiable faces.

In other words, current systems still fall far short of
what the human perception system is capable of. An
up-to-date critical assessment of facial recognition
studies using still images and videos is presented in
this article. We wrote this survey study for two
reasons: First, to offer a current evaluation of the
relevant literature, and second, to provide some
insights into the study of machine face recognition.
To give a comprehensive survey, we categorize
existing recognition approaches and provide in-depth
descriptions of typical methods within each category.
Additionally, pertinent subjects like psychophysical
research, system evaluation, and lighting and position
change problems are explored.[5]

After accessing identity-specific semantic codes from
person identification nodes, name codes are next
retrieved. Additionally, it is suggested that the
cognitive system decides for itself whether the first
match is close enough to indicate actual recognition
or only a likeness, with a number of factors
supposedly influencing such determinations. Data
from many different sources, such as laboratory
testing, studies of frequent mistakes, and studies of
individuals with various types of cerebral injury, are
combined using this functional model. It also
highlights the parallels and discrepancies between the
processes in charge of object recognition, face and
word.[2]

The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
method has proven effective for broad object
detection and recognition. This research offers two
novel face recognition methods based on the original
SIFT algorithm: Partial-Descriptor-SIFT (PDSIFT)
and Volume-SIFT (VSIFT). We contrast featurebased approaches, SIFT and PDSIFT, with holistic
approaches, Fisher face (FLDA), the null space
approach (NLDA), and Eigen feature Regularization
and Extraction (ERE). Research on the AR and ORL
databases demonstrates that PDSIFT performs
noticeably better than the original SIFT technique.
Moreover, PDSIFT powerfully beats NLDA and
FLDA and can achieve performance levels
comparable to ERE's most effective holistic
technique. [7]

In computer vision and image analysis, face
recognition presents a challenging problem.
Information security is becoming increasingly
important and complex. Currently, security cameras
are prevalent in ATMs, banks, offices, universities,
and other places with security systems. A biometric
system called face recognition is used to recognize or
authenticate a person from a digital image. In security
face recognition system is used. A face recognition
system should automatically recognize a face in a
picture. This includes separating its traits before
realizing them, which is challenging, regardless of
illumination, ageing, lighting, expression, alterations,
and stance. [3]

Face recognition is one of the most widely used
visual analysis and comprehension techniques. This
research presents a novel identity identification
method based on the rank-level fusion of various face
representations. In this research, we offer a face
recognition method that combines Principal
Component Analysis and Linear Discriminant
Analysis,
two well-known
appearance-based
methods. With the Borda count approach, fusion is
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performed at the rank level. Our research shows that
group face representations significantly outperform
individual face representations regarding recognition
accuracy. [9]

training the classifier. CNN algorithm will get train
using saved images in database.
Same trained CNN is used for predicting the results
for new test data. There are multiple layers are
available in CNN. Obtained recognition results are
even saved in MS-excel with Roll No., Name and
time.
CNN Algorithm used is as shown below,

III. Proposed Method
Proposed method in this application is library
attendance management system based on face
recognition using deep learning algorithm.Deep
learning algorithms helps in getting more precise
results compared to state of art machine learning
techniques.

Input Layer
Convolution/Sampling Layer

Real Time Library Video

Convolution/Sampling Layer
Detect the face from Frame
Hidden Layer
Train CNN Classifier

Classification of Layers
Fig.3.2 Structure of CNN model designed

Test CNN Classifier

As shown in above figure there are 5 layers used as
‘input layer’ which is first layer, while second and
third layers are having same convolution / sampling
layer.Fourth one is hidden layer and last layer is
classification layer.

Mark Attendance in MS-Excel&
Check Performance of CNN
Fig.3.1 Block Diagram of Proposed Methodology

Input layeris used at the starting which is compete
input to the network. This input provides complete
matrix format data to the network.while 2nd layer is
used as convolution /sampling layer.Features of an
image can be extracted using convolution layer while
sampling layer is used for resizing the data. Hidden
layer has multiple layers which means that activation
function is not required separately. Classification
layer consider entropy loss calculations which helps
in comparison.

Above figure shows block diagram of proposed
methodology, which shows total five steps. As
mentioned in proposed block diagram, following
steps are used for library attendance management,
a) Real Time Library Video
b) Detect the face from frame
c) Train CNN classifier
d) Test CNN classifier
e) Mark attendance in MS-Excel and check
performance of CNN algorithm.

IV.Result Analysis

In first step, the input frame is considered as image
and face detection algorithm is used as finding the
face part from input frame. The detected face part
from input frame is considered as facial features.
Detected facial features from image are used for

In results analysis there are two main steps as,
a) Training Faces in library
b) Testing new faces from library
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In prediction, trained model is used for predicting
new face image. With the help of trained model, we
can differentiate the faces and final predicted result is
displayed on screen.

Fig.4.1 Detection of Face Part for Training CNN
Here, from the library we started detecting faces. If
any face part found then we show the detected face
part by Viola-Jones algorithm.

Fig.4.4 Detection of Face part for trainingCNN
Face is detected from screen for person-2. Detected
face part can be further used for recognition using
deep learning algorithm.

Fig.4.2 Training CNN Algorithm

Fig.4.5 Training CNN Algorithm

Training face features to the CNN algorithm which is
deep learning algorithm. Trained faces will be saved
in database.

With 2nd person face image, training task of CNN is
completed. After training, trained images will be
saved in one folder.

Fig. 4.3 Predicted Results as ‘Shalini’ using CNN

Fig.4.6Predicted results as ‘Vanaja’ using CNN
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For second person prediction, CNN is used and
obtained face recognition result as ‘Vanaja’ as shown
on screen.

studying fewer techniques and their limitations, in
this application deep learning is used which gives
very high accuracy than traditional algorithms such as
SVM, KNN, Decision tree algorithms. In deep
learning CNN algorithm is used for improving
performance and for getting higher accuracy. With
the help of accuracy comparison, we found that CNN
has higher accuracy than state of art techniques.
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